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Abstract—Architectural vulnerability factor (AVF) characterizes a processor’s vulnerability to soft errors. Interthread resource

contention and sharing on a multithreaded processor (e.g., SMT, CMP) shows nonuniform impact on a program’s AVF when it is

co-scheduled with different programs. However, measuring the AVF is extremely expensive in terms of hardware and computation.

This paper proposes a scalable two-level predictive mechanism capable of predicting a program’s AVF on a SMT/CMP architecture

from easily measured metrics. Essentially, the first-level model correlates the AVF in a contention-free environment with important

performance metrics and the processor configuration, while the second-level model captures the interthread resource contention

and sharing via processor structures’ occupancies. By utilizing the proposed scheme, we can accurately estimate any unseen

program’s soft error vulnerability under resource contention and sharing with any other program(s), on an arbitrarily configured

multithreaded processor. In practice, the proposed model can be used to find soft error resilient thread-to-core scheduling for

multithreaded processors.

Index Terms—Hardware reliability, modeling and prediction, modeling of computer architecture

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

SOFT errors have been significantly degrading the relia-
bility of current high-performance processors. They

occur mainly due to the electronic noises caused by
energetic nuclear particles (e.g., alpha particles, neutrons,
and pions) from the environment [50]. These particles may
invert the state of a logic device (from “0” to “1,” or from
“1” to “0”) when the resulted charge has been accumulated
to a sufficient amount, introducing soft errors (i.e., transient
faults) into the system. With the feature size and supply
voltage scaling down to extremely small values, current
processors become highly vulnerable to soft errors [17], [27],
[29], [30], [34], [40], [44], [47], [48]. In the past decades, many
companies have observed severe damage caused by soft
errors on large servers [50].

However, not all soft errors will affect the final output of
the program. For example, a bit flip in an invalid (empty)
reorder buffer (ROB) entry will not have any effect in the
program execution; similarly, overwriting a corrupted
register before its erroneous value can be used by other
instructions prevents the error propagation. Based on this
observation, architectural vulnerability factor (AVF) [28], [4]
was proposed to quantify the probability that a soft error

finally produces a visible error in the program output. A
higher AVF value indicates higher vulnerability to soft
errors, so the AVF is used by computer designers as an
important reliability metric at the architectural level. In this
paper, we characterize and predict the AVF when a
program1 runs under resource contention and sharing
with other program(s) on multithreaded processors, includ-
ing simultaneous multithreading (SMT) and chip-
multiprocessor (CMP) architectures.

Motivation. The AVF provides useful guidelines in
designing reliable processors, but its measurement is
extremely expensive in terms of hardware and computation.
To measure the AVF, one can use statistical fault injection
(SFI) [43], [24] or architecturally correct execution (ACE)
analysis [28]. The former requires a large number of
experiments that randomly inject errors into program
execution; while the latter needs to implement a postcommit
analysis window [28], [15] to identify the hardware bits that
are required for correct execution. Regardless, either of these
two methods results in costly overhead and significant
performance degradation.

The ACE analysis can be also applied to multithreaded
processors to measure the AVF. However, the measurement
is even more involved than in single-threaded processors
because multiple instruction streams from different threads
need to be traced. For multithreaded workloads with data
sharing, a system-wide, much bigger analysis window must
be implemented. Therefore, an accurate AVF prediction in
place of expensive AVF measurement can eliminate a great
amount of overheads.
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1. In this paper, a program refers to a single-threaded program. We use
“program” and “thread” interchangeably. A multiprogrammed workload
refers to a program combination, and a multithreaded workload refers to a
program with multiple threads that have data sharing.
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Difficulties. Our previous work [11] predicted the AVF
for a single-threaded superscalar processor from its
performance metrics. In contrast, the work in this paper
extends the prediction to multithreaded architectures, thus
facing a variety of difficulties. First, interthread resource
contention and sharing significantly and nonuniformly
affect the AVF.2 Fig. 1 shows how the AVF of reorder
buffer (ROB) and issue queue (IQ) would vary when gcc
runs alone and against different benchmarks on a two-
way SMT and a dual-core CMP (which are based on the
same processor configuration for comparison purposes). In
the SMT processor, ROB is private to each thread, and IQ
is shared between threads. We can see that the impact is
relatively small in CMP, whose interthread contention
is mainly located in the shared cache but barely affects
processor structures’ AVFs. On the other hand, the
contention resulted from pipeline resource sharing in a
SMT processor significantly and nonuniformly affects the
AVFs when gcc is coscheduled with different benchmarks.
In addition, despite the strong variation, ROB AVF of SMT
is consistently lower than that when gcc runs alone, but IQ
AVF may be higher (e.g., gcc þ apsi) or lower (e.g., gcc þ
crafty). This interesting observation introduces new issues
into AVF behavior (compared to contention-free super-
scalar’s AVF [11]), indicating higher difficulty in accu-
rately predicting the multithreaded processor’s AVF.

Second, the problem complexity and scope are signifi-
cantly enlarged in the context of multithreading. AVF
reflects soft error masking effect at both program level [37]
and machine level [38], so AVF prediction should take into
account both the application and the processor configura-
tion. Walcott et al. [41] performed the prediction across
SPEC CPU 2000 benchmarks on a fixed machine configura-
tion; our previous work [11] extended the prediction to be
across a very small set of configurations by changing only
four parameters. Nevertheless, both of these two works
were restricted to single-threaded processors with certain
simplifications. In contrast, this work intends to correlate
two important (but complex) problems: the processor
configuration being from a statistically large design space,

and the prediction effectiveness being across different
multiprogrammed and multithreaded workloads.

Consequently, the interthread contention and the inter-
action between software program and hardware config-
uration significantly increase the complexity of predictive
modeling. As a result, the approaches adopted in prior
studies [11], [41] fail in making accurate AVF prediction
for multithreaded processors (details can be referred to
Section 3.3). To tackle these difficulties, this paper
proposes a novel scheme by decoupling the prediction
into two levels.

Our proposal: two-level predictive modeling. In this work, we
propose a scalable two-level predictive mechanism capable
of accurately predicting key processor structures’ soft error
vulnerability on multithreaded processors under resource
contention and sharing. At the first level, a cross-program
model is trained to predict the contention-free AVF on a
single-threaded processor. The inputs to the first-level
model include a few important performance measurements
(e.g., structure occupancies, cache miss rates) from the
contention-free execution and the corresponding configura-
tion parameters. The output of the first-level model, along
with key processor structures’ occupancies measured when
the program runs against other program(s) on a multi-
threaded processor, are inputted to the second-level model,
which finally predicts the program’s AVF under resource
contention and sharing with others.

Essentially, the first-level model uses key parameters and
simple performance measurements to characterize under-
lying hardware configuration and the software program,
respectively. This level takes into account the software-
hardware interaction, providing a contention-free baseline
to the second level. On top of it, the second-level model
captures the interthread resource contention and sharing via
examining multiprogrammed executions. By employing the
proposed two-level prediction, we are capable of accurately
predicting the AVF for an unseen program when it is
coscheduled with any other program(s) on an arbitrarily
configured SMT/CMP architecture.

Contributions. In summary, the main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

. Universal prediction of the AVF on single-threaded
processors. The first-level model accurately predicts
the contention-free AVF on any given processor
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2. In this paper, AVF always refers to the AVF of hardware structure(s),
which can be private to some thread or shared between threads. Sometimes,
we use a thread’s (program’s) AVF to refer to the AVF of processor
structures that are private to the thread.

Fig. 1. The AVF variations of gcc (SPEC 2000) when it is coscheduled with different benchmarks on SMT/CMP architectures.



configuration from a design space. This model is
universal across different programs, and also vali-
dated for unseen programs not used in training.

. Universal prediction of the AVF under contention across
multiprogrammed workloads. The second-level model
takes the knowledge of the contention-free AVF
from the first-level model, performing an accurate
prediction of the AVF under resource contention
for any program combination in analysis. This
combined capability is extremely useful in the era
of multithreading.

. Analysis and dynamic prediction on multithreaded
workloads with data sharing. Section 6 investigates
the impact of memory allocation and program
parallelism on AVF and cumulative system vulner-
ability, performing a dynamic AVF prediction for
multithreaded workloads during runtime.

. A case study of soft error resilient thread-to-core
scheduling. By utilizing the proposed AVF prediction,
Section 7 presents a case study that identifies the
optimal thread-to-core assignment that minimizes
the AVF of a chip multithreaded (CMT) processor.

2 METHODOLOGY: BOOSTED REGRESSION TREES

(BRT)

A nonparametric tree-based predictive scheme named
boosted regression trees (BRT) serves as building blocks
to our two-level model. In this section, we introduce BRT
and its interpretations.

BRT [14] is an ensemble technique that employs two
algorithms: Regression trees from classification and regres-
sion trees (CART) [6] and Boosting that builds and
combines a collection of trees. CART is a recursive binary
splitting algorithm that partitions the input space into a set
of rectangles (i.e., the leaves of the tree); Boosting is an
enhancement to tree-based methods, iteratively fitting a
number of regression trees based on the training data and
gradually increasing the emphasis on the observations
modeled poorly by the current model.

The detailed BRT algorithm used in this paper is described
in Fig. 2. We consider a problem with n observations
fyi;Xig; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, where Xi is a p-dimensional input
vector and yi is the response. Step 3 is the inner loop that
recursively constructs a binary tree; in particular, Step 3.4
splits a region (a node in the tree) into two subregions such
that the best fit (i.e., the minimal Mean Square Error) in the
current iteration can be achieved among all possible split
points. The tree construction terminates when its depth
reaches a certain number; in this work, we set the maximum
tree depth to 3, indicating that at most eight leaves will
be generated for each tree. The outer loop (Steps 2 to 4) is the
boosting procedure that combines a large number of tree
models to improve the prediction accuracy. In Step 3.3, I (.)
is an indicator function which returns 1 (otherwise 0) if its
argument is satisfied; �� is a parameter between 0 and 1,
controlling the learning rate of the procedure. Empirical
results have shown that smaller values of �� always lead
to better generalization errors [14], so we fix �� at 0.01 in
this study.

BRT is inherently nonparametric and can well handle
mixed types of input variables. It does not make any

assumption on the distribution of the input variable, thus
avoiding the transformations used in preprocessing the
training data. BRT is also capable of capturing complex

behavior using a relatively small number of inputs. This is
in contrast to some other multivariate nonlinear modeling
techniques, in which cases extensive inputs from the
analyst, analysis of interim results, and subsequent mod-
ifications of the method are required. Besides, BRT is

insensitive to outliers, and unaffected by monotone trans-
formations and different scales of input measurements.
Prior studies [14] have shown the superior performance of
BRT over traditional prediction techniques under various

types of data. Some other works [7], [46] provided insights
to the theoretical properties and practical aspects of
Boosting, such as the efficiency, convergence, and consis-
tency. Our prior work [22] quantitatively showed that BRT
is more stable than linear regression.

In addition to accurate prediction, BRT also provides

visualized model interpretations. The input variable impor-

tance measures the relative importance of an input variable
to the response via accumulating the number of times the
variable (dimension) is selected for splitting a region during

all the iterations. Every increment to this number is
weighted by the improvement in the MSE as a result of the
corresponding split. Furthermore, the partial dependence plot
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Fig. 2. The BRT algorithm used in this paper.



shows the effect of a subset of input variables on the
response after accounting for the average effect of all the
other input variables in the model. Given any subset xs of the
input variables indexed by s � f1; . . . ; pg, the partial
dependence of fðxÞ is defined as FsðxsÞ ¼ Exns ½fðxÞ�, where
Exns ½�� refers to the expectation over the joint distribution of
all the input variables with indices not in S. In practice, the
partial dependence can be estimated from the training data
by F̂sðxsÞ ¼ ð1=nÞ

Pn
i¼1 f̂ðxs;xinsÞ, where fxinsgn1 are the data

values of xns.

3 TWO LEVEL AVF PREDICTION

3.1 Description

The ultimate goal of this work is to predict the AVF of a
program in contention with other program(s) running
simultaneously on a multithreaded processor (e.g., SMT,
CMP) without AVF measurement mechanisms. We will
show that it can be predicted from the AVF when this
program runs alone with no contention, and a group of
important performance metrics reflecting the occupancy
rates3 of key processor structures under contention. The
latter can be easily measured during program execution on
a SMT/CMP architecture, but the former cannot. Therefore,
we further predict the contention-free AVF for the under-
lying single-threaded processor. We organize the prediction
in a two-level model in this section.

At the first level, a universal model is trained to predict
the AVF in a contention-free single-threaded processor. We
first sample a group of training configurations from a huge
processor design space, simulating them for benchmarks in
the training set. The AVF and a few performance measure-
ments (e.g., IPC, cache miss rates, and structure occupan-
cies) are measured after simulation. The model at this level
is trained using these performance measurements and the
corresponding configuration parameters as the inputs and
the contention-free AVF as the response. Table 1 lists the
inputs and the output at each level of our model. Fig. 3
illustrates the training procedure for Level 1. For brevity,
only the inputs from a certain benchmark Bk are shown;
but this procedure is actually performed for all the n
training benchmarks.

For the second-level model involving interthread conten-
tion, Fig. 4 takes a benchmark combination ðBi;BjÞ as an
example to illustrate its training procedure. The AVF of Bi

from its single-threaded execution and a few processor
structure occupancies measured from the multiprogrammed

execution where Bi competes with Bj serve as the inputs to

the model; while the AVF of Bi in contention with Bj is the

response to be predicted (see the third row of Table 1). We

provide training samples from different benchmark combi-

nations to make the second-level model universal across

different benchmark combinations. The performance me-

trics used at this level reflect the interthread contention and

sharing on multithreaded processors; in contrast, those at

the first level are measured from contention-free single-

threaded processors. Regardless, all of these performance

metrics are easy to be measured in either simulators or real

processors via performance counters.
By combining the two levels, we are able to predict the

AVF on a SMT/CMP architecture running any benchmark

combination. As shown in Fig. 5, to predict the AVF of a

benchmark Bk (in particular, Bk can be any unseen

benchmark not in the training set) running against another

benchmark, say Bt, on any given processor configuration,

we need to follow the below steps:

1. Run the single-threaded simulation for Bk on the
processor configuration in analysis; collect the
performance measurements after simulation.
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Fig. 3. The first level universal model training using BRT. Only the inputs
from a certain benchmark Bk are shown.

3. The occupancy rate of a processor structure is calculated as its
proportion of entries that are in use.

TABLE 1
The Inputs and Outputs of the Proposed Model at Different Levels

Fig. 4. The second level universal model training using BRT.



2. Give the above performance measurements and the

configuration parameters as inputs to the first-level

model; predict the contention-free AVF of Bk.
3. Run the multiprogrammed simulation for the bench-

mark combination ðBk;BtÞ; measure key processor

structure occupancy rates under contention.
4. Provide the predicted contention-free AVF and the

measured structure occupancies as inputs to the
second-level model; finally predict the AVF of Bk

under resource contention with Bt. Note that, to

make prediction for an unseen benchmark Bk, the

above approach only needs two passes of simula-

tion: one for Bk itself with no contention, and one for

Bk and its competitor with contention.

3.2 Reasoning

Fundamentally, two levels are utilized in our model because
a single-level model cannot well handle the high complexity
introduced by the issues targeted in this work. First, our
model explores the configuration design space: Using the
same model, we can make prediction for any arbitrarily
configured processor in a statistically large design space.
Second, our model is effective across different programs or
program combinations: we can make prediction for even
unseen programs using the same model. Third (and most
importantly), our model takes into account the contention
and sharing in multiprogrammed/multithreaded execu-
tions: We can make prediction for SMT/CMP-based
architectures. Consequently, the complex interactions
among these issues raise higher demands on the predictive
model whose functionality can no longer perform well
within a single level. Previously, one-level models were only
used to target a single aspect, either the design space [9], [10]
or across programs [41], [11]. Lee et al. [21] investigated both
the design space and the multiprogrammed contention, in
the performance domain though, also using a model with
two levels that are composed together.

As an example, we use register file (RF) to demonstrate
the necessity of the two levels in AVF prediction. We
trained a direct one-level model [11], [41] to predict the SMT
processor’s RF AVF. The same prediction technique as in
[11] was used since it demonstrated better performance
than linear regression used in [41]; the inputs to this model
are the various performance measurements when different
threads are run simultaneously. For a fair comparison, the
training and test sets (described in Section 4.1) are the same
for these two approaches. Fig. 6 compares the prediction
accuracy between these two models in terms of R-Square

(higher is better with 1 as the maximum) and mean
percentage error (lower is better with 0 percent as the
minimum). We can see that the one-level scheme shows
more than two times higher error rates than the two-level
scheme. Especially, for the test set, the mean percentage
error reaches a very high value (26 percent) while the
R-Square is unacceptably low (0.26). Therefore, two levels
are necessary in making accurate predictions for complex
scenarios. Decoupling the prediction into two levels reduces
the model complexity at each level, also improving
prediction accuracy.

Taking a closer look at the above example, we highlight
the importance of contention-free AVF for the RF. Program-
level behavior plays an important role in the RF AVF: For
instance, those registers occupied by the dynamic dead
code have valid but unACE bits. These are reflected in the
contention-free AVF, which serves as the baseline in our
two-level model to later interact with the contention inputs.
However, the one-level scheme did not precisely generate
this information, thus performing poorly in making the
final prediction as a whole. In Section 4.3, we will (Fig. 8)
show the quantitative importance of the contention-free
AVF inputted at the second level.

3.3 Discussions

Other than eliminating the measurement overheads, the
biggest advantage of our AVF prediction is its effectiveness
across multiprogrammed workloads. In other words, once
the model is trained, it can be applied to different program
combinations on multithreaded processors. This is in
contrast to traditional application-specific design space
studies that build a separate model for each workload. As
the multiprogrammed workloads have combinatorial
growth in the number of possible program combinations,
our “universal” predictive approach can save a great
amount of training costs, thus being extremely useful in
the era of multithreading.

On the other hand, in order to make prediction for a
program under contention, our model needs the corre-
sponding contention-free execution of the same program.
This is easily available when the program is repeatable
(e.g., when using known benchmarks). However, in a real
system, re-executing an arbitrary application with no
contention may be impractical. In such cases, we can still
make prediction for certain structures after simplifying the
model. From Section 4, we will see that for queue-based
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Fig. 5. An overview of the two-level AVF prediction on a multi-
threaded processor.

Fig. 6. Comparison between the prior one-level scheme and the
proposed two-level scheme. Higher R-Square (R2) and lower mean
percent error are better.



structures such as ROB, LSQ, and IQ, the AVF under
contention largely depends on the performance measure-
ments under contention; contention-free AVF has very little
impact in these cases. Therefore, for these structures we can
remove the first-level model and retrain the second-level
model only using the occupancies. The resulted simplified
model, which does not need contention-free execution
anymore, can still make accurate predictions for those
queues. A similar example can be referred to Section 6.2.

4 IMPACT OF MULTIPROGRAMMED RESOURCE

CONTENTION ON AVF

4.1 Experimental Setup

We implement the AVF measurements [28], [4], [15] in
M-Sim3.0 [31] to model the soft error vulnerability of key
processor structures. In M-Sim’s SMT model, each hard-
ware thread has its own ROB and load store queue (LSQ),
but other structures including IQ, functional units (FU), and
Physical RF are shared among threads. Basically, an
ICOUNT fetcher [39] fetches instructions for each thread,
storing them in the corresponding ROB/LSQ after decode
and rename; each thread dispatches instructions in a round-
robin manner from its own ROB into a shared IQ in
contention with other threads; the interthread contention
exists in the remaining pipeline stages until commit. On the
other hand, the CMP model creates a separate core along
with the private L1 I/D caches for each thread, but the
L2 unified cache is shared among cores.

In this work, we measure and study the AVF of the
following five structures: ROB, LSQ, IQ, FU, and Physical
RF. To measure the AVF, all the committed instructions
need to go through a 40K-entry postcommit analysis
window that determines the type of the instruction. The
major types include:

1. first-level dynamically dead, whose result is not
used by any younger instruction;

2. transitively dynamically dead, whose result is only
used by instructions that are also dynamically dead;

3. ACE, whose bits are critical for correct execution;

4. unknown; and
5. NOP and prefetch instructions, and so on.

This information is then used to calculate the AVF. For FU,
we also take into account the logic-masking effect in
the operands, e.g., a multiply instruction with one source
operand being zero can tolerate errors in other source
operands. Furthermore, we use physical memory addresses
and physical register numbers to track the data dependen-
cies. This is critical for accurate AVF measurement of
multithreaded programs that have data sharing. Overall, the
program-level impact [37], [38] on the AVF has been taken
into account in this work.

Thirty-eight benchmarks from SPEC CPU 2000 and 2006
suites are evaluated. For the other SPEC 2000/2006 bench-
marks not included here, we could not compile them into
Alpha binaries runnable in the M-Sim simulator. We will first
study two-way SMT and dual-core CMP, and then discuss
model scalability to more than two threads. All the bench-
marks are simulated on our single-threaded baseline config-
uration first (whose parameters are shown in bold in Table 3),
and then categorized in Table 2 according to the measured
IPC and L2 cache miss rates. We use SimPoint toolkit [32] to
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TABLE 2
Benchmarks Used in Multiprogrammed Workloads

The number of fast-forwarded instructions (unit: 100 M) is shown after
the benchmark name.

TABLE 3
Processor Configuration Design Space Composed of Parameters P1 to P9

The values shown in bold are used in our baseline setting.



derive a representative 100-million instruction phase for
detailed simulation for each benchmark; the number of fast
forwarded instructions is shown after the benchmark name
in this table. In order to capture different CPU/memory
behavior, we randomly choose some benchmarks from each
of the four categories for test (the fourth column of Table 2).
Consequently, the 435 two-threaded combinations generated
from the 30 training benchmarks (i.e.,C2

30 ¼ 435) will be used
as the training samples; the trained predictor will be tested
with the other 268 combinations, in which cases at least one
benchmark is from the test set (i.e., C2

8 þ 30� 8 ¼ 268).
In this section, we will discuss the second-level model

first because we are more interested in the AVF under
contention. All the training data used in this section are
directly measured from the baseline configuration. In
Section 5, this model will be combined with the first-level
model to demonstrate the effectiveness of the entire two-
level predictive mechanism.

4.2 Impact on SMT Private Structures

ROB and LSQ are private to each thread in our SMT model,
only containing instructions from a single thread, no matter
whether the thread runs alone or competes with another
thread. However, the interthread contention from the
shared pipeline resources strongly affects their AVF. We
discuss the ROB AVF as an example in this section. Fig. 7
demonstrates the input variable importance derived from
the ROB AVF predictor. Interestingly, we can see that the
ROB AVF largely depends on the thread’s RF occupancy
(rather than the occupancy of ROB itself). RF plays an
important role in the ROB AVF because in a multiway SMT
processor the physical registers available for each thread
are limited. The processing of the instructions in the
pipeline is thereby more sensitive to the RF usage, and so
is the AVF. In addition, we observe that the ROB AVF of a
program shows strong variation when it competes with
different programs, but is consistently lower than that
when the program runs alone (as exemplified in Fig. 1).
This is because the shared resource contention reduces the
thread’s RF occupancy to different extents in different
benchmark combinations.

4.3 Impact on SMT Shared Structures

The other three SMT structures: IQ, FU, and RF are shared
among different threads. For example, the instructions from
both threads coexist in the IQ of a two-way SMT processor,

simultaneously affecting the IQ AVF. Consequently, we
need to provide the predictor with inputs from both threads
during training. In this section, each of the two programs in
a benchmark combination is simulated for 100 million
instructions. We suffix the input variables from the faster
thread (i.e., the one finishes earlier) with “0,” and those from
the slower thread with “1.” For instance, “iq occupancy 0”
refers to the average IQ occupancy rate of the faster thread.

Fig. 8 shows the 10 most important inputs to the RF AVF.
As shown, both threads simultaneously affect the soft error
vulnerability of a shared structure. In the case of RF, the
AVFs when the two threads execute independently with no
contention have the highest importance. This actually
indicates the necessity of our two-level model because it
internally quantifies these important variables. Fig. 9 depicts
the partial dependence of the RF AVF on the two contention-
free AVFs. As shown, the RF AVF increases with respect to
the increase of the slower thread’s AVF and the decrease of
the faster thread’s. This indicates that the RF AVF would
increase if one thread dominates the RF. In this case, more
dependencies exist among registers (since they are from the
same thread), and the RF thereby contains more ACE bits
that are vulnerable to soft errors. Note that the dominance in
RF by one thread is an artifact of our experimental setup
where the faster thread simply terminates execution after
finishing 100M instructions. However, the observation and
reasoning derived from the dominance still remains true.
Furthermore, different than SMT private structures, the AVF
of a shared structure can be higher or lower than the
corresponding contention-free AVF (e.g., IQ AVF in Fig. 1).
The shared structure accommodates both threads, so there is
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Fig. 7. Input variable importance of ROB AVF in SMT processors.
Fig. 8. Input variable importance of RF AVF in SMT processors.

Fig. 9. Partial dependence plot of RF AVF on the two most important
input variables in SMT processors.



always a certain portion of the structure that is occupied by a

different thread and demonstrates different AVF behavior

than that when only one thread is run.

4.4 Impact on CMPs

In our dual-core CMP model, the two cores compete with
each other via the shared L2 cache. Therefore, all the five
processor structures in consideration are private to each
core. We generally follow the same approach as above to
train the predictors. The core AVF is the ratio between the
number of the entire core’s ACE bits and the core size. It can
be calculated by summing up the individual components’
AVFs weighted by the corresponding structures’ sizes. We
focus on the core AVF in the CMP study.

From our experiments, we find that the AVF of a CMP
core running a certain benchmark varies in a very small
range when different benchmarks execute on the other core.
In other words, the shared cache contention has relatively
little impact on a CMP core’s soft error vulnerability. This is
in contrast to the situation in an SMT processor where the
AVF shows significant variation. Fig. 10 verifies the above

finding by showing that the core AVF under contention is
highly correlated with the core AVF with no contention.

5 TWO-LEVEL AVF PREDICTION FOR

MULTIPROGRAMMED WORKLOADS

The model obtained in Section 4 assumes the awareness of
the program’s AVF on a single-threaded processor with no
contention. This contention-free AVF is also predicted in
our model at the first level. This section first validates the
first-level model, and then combines the two levels to
demonstrate accurate predictions.

5.1 Single-Threaded Universal Model Validation

We tune several important parameters to form a large
processor design space (Table 3) for the first-level model.
The values used in the baseline configuration (i.e., the one
based on which we trained the second-level model above)
are shown in bold. The design space size is 1,244,160, from
which we randomly and uniformly simulate 400 points for
each of the benchmarks. After simulation, a few important
but easily measured performance metrics are collected.
We use 300 configurations of the 30 training benchmarks
(the third column of Table 2) to train the model, which
is then tested with the other 100 configurations of the
30 training benchmarks and all 400 configurations of the
eight test benchmarks.

Fig. 11 shows the prediction results for the core AVF.
We use percentage error (i.e., |predicted value � true
value|/true value * 100 percent) to report the prediction
accuracy. Fig. 11 is a boxplot showing the distribution of
percentage errors for different benchmarks. In a boxplot,
the upper and lower boundaries of the central gray box
correspond to the upper and lower quartiles of all the
errors; the highlighted horizontal line within the box is at
the median; the vertical dotted line drawn from the box
boundaries extend to the border lines for outliers. The top
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Fig. 11. Prediction accuracy (core AVF) of the first-level model. This model predicts 100 configurations for each of the 30 benchmarks in the training
set (left) and 400 configurations for each of the eight benchmarks in the test set (right).

Fig. 10. Partial dependence plot of CMP core AVF on its most
important input.



border line is Q3þ 1:5�IQR and the bottom one is
Q1� 1:5�IQR, where Q1 and Q3 are the first and third
quartiles and IQR is the interquartile range Q3-Q1. Any
observation outside that range is considered as an outlier,
and denoted by a circle. From this figure, we can see that
the BRT-based universal model is very accurate for all
benchmarks, achieving a 2.94 percent error rate, on
average. Note that only one single model is constructed
here and tested across different benchmarks.

5.2 Combining the Two Levels

Upon obtaining the models at both levels, we are able to
combine them to perform the entire prediction. Fig. 12
demonstrates the prediction accuracy in terms of percen-
tage errors from the two-level prediction. It achieves high
accuracy with median percentage errors of 2.64, 4.80, 3.76,
5.21, 11.56, and 14.03 percent for the five structures in SMT
processors and the core AVF of CMPs, respectively. Note
that the simulation results of the eight test benchmarks (the
fourth column of Table 2) are not used in model training at
either level, validating the applicability of our predictive
scheme to unseen programs. Besides, the two-level pre-
dictive model can work for both homogeneous and
heterogeneous multithreaded processors as long as the
contention-related performance metrics can be measured. In
reality, this can be easily satisfied since hardware perfor-
mance counters for key processor structures are already
available in most commercial processors.

5.3 Model Scalability

Our predictive mechanism is scalable to more than two
threads. Additional training to the predictor may be
needed for some structures. To discuss the scalability
issue, we further perform a set of 4-threaded (on four-way
SMT and quad-core CMP) and 8-threaded (on eight-way
SMT and eight-core CMP) multiprogrammed simulations.
For 4-threaded workloads, we evaluate the 70 combina-
tions generated from the eight test benchmarks (i.e.,
C4

8 ¼ 70); for 8-threaded workloads, we randomly choose
45 combinations from all the benchmarks. In addition to
more hardware threads, the size of physical RF in four-
way SMT processors is doubled compared to the two-way
ones; while in eight-way SMT, more parameters are
reasonably enlarged.

As an example, Fig. 13 shows the prediction results for
ROB/LSQ AVFs in SMT processors and the core AVF in

CMP. For each of them, three predictors are trained: P1 is
the one from Section 4 (only trained with 2-threaded
samples); P2 is trained with both 2-threaded and 4-threaded
samples (we put 25 percent 4-threaded simulation results in
the training set); P3 is trained with 2-threaded, 4-threaded,
and 8-threaded samples (similarly, 25 percent 8-threaded
simulation results are used in training). We evaluate the
4-threaded test samples with P1 and P2, and the 8-threaded
test samples with all three predictors, respectively.
For instance, P2(4) indicates the prediction accuracy for
4-threaded test samples using P2. As a result, there are five
bars shown for each structure in this figure.

For ROB AVF, we observe a big improvement in the
prediction accuracy using the predictors with additional
training (i.e., P2 and P3). In Section 4, we illustrated that the
RF occupancy significantly affects ROB AVF in 2-threaded
SMT processors. However, in the 4-threaded case, since the
RF has been enlarged in our simulations, it is no longer the
bottleneck. Therefore, the ROB occupancy becomes the most
influential factor. P1 did not capture this behavior very well,
thus performing poorly in 4-threaded and 8-threaded
predictions. In contrast, in the case of CMP core AVF, even
P1 can make very accurate predictions when scaling to more
threads. This is because the correlation between AVF and
input variables does not change drastically in CMPs with
more than two cores. To summarize, the predictors may
need more training when scaling to more threads, but the
proposed approach itself is scalable.

6 ANALYSIS ON MULTITHREADED WORKLOADS

Multithreaded workloads partition the computation work
among multiple software threads, exploring thread-level
parallelism. The multiple threads generated from the same
program not only experience contention in pipeline
resources, but also show constructive behavior in memory
hierarchy due to data sharing. However, the impact of data
sharing on soft error vulnerability is still largely unexplored
for multithreaded workloads. This section first analyzes the
impact of memory allocation and program parallelism in
multithreaded programs, and then conducts the dynamic
AVF prediction for them.

All experiments in this section are run using the M5
simulator [3], which is capable of simulating multithreaded
benchmarks. We implement the AVF measurements for
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Fig. 12. Prediction accuracy from two-level prediction. Fig. 13. Prediction accuracy when scaling to 4 and 8 threads.



ROB, Load Queue, Store Queue, and IQ for multicores with
Alpha 21264-like CPUs. A set of multithreaded benchmarks
from SPLASH2 [45] suite are evaluated.

6.1 Impact of Multithreaded Implementation

A different implementation of the same algorithm or a
different solution to the same problem could make a big
difference for a multithreaded program’s performance as
well as its soft error vulnerability. In this section, we
examine two pairs of SPLASH2 benchmarks (LU and Ocean)
to investigate the impact resulted from different memory
usages (contiguous versus noncontiguous). The LU kernel
factorizes a dense matrix into the product of a lower
triangular matrix and an upper triangular matrix; the Ocean
application studies large-scale ocean movements based on
eddy and boundary currents. For each of these two
benchmarks, there are contiguous and noncontiguous
versions that allocate data differently in the memory. The
contiguous version arranges contiguous data in the memory
of each thread, thus improving data locality and having
better performance.

Table 4 shows some performance measurements for
the four programs in analysis. As expected, the contiguous
LU and Ocean have shorter execution time than their
noncontiguous counterparts. However, the left panel of
Fig. 14 demonstrates that the core AVF of the noncontiguous
implementation can be higher (in LU) or lower (in Ocean)
than the contiguous one. Noncontiguous LU stores the 2D
matrix in a 2D array, which results in a noncontiguous
memory fragment for each block in this matrix. Conse-
quently, the L1 data cache miss rate (Table 4) increases to 14
percent for noncontiguous LU compared to 1.5 percent for
its contiguous version. Because of the high cache miss rate, a
large number of instructions congest the pipeline, resulting
in higher utilization of pipeline resources and higher AVF.
On the other hand, the cache miss rate does not show
significant difference for Ocean; however, noncontiguous
Ocean encounters much more branch mispredictions (6.48

versus 1.11 per 1K instructions). A higher branch mispre-
diction rate slows down the program execution, but also
lowers the AVF because the squashed instructions are not
vulnerable to soft errors. Hence, from these two examples,
we can see that merely optimizing the performance for
multithreaded programs may degrade the soft error relia-
bility.

While increasing the number of concurrent threads
usually reduces the execution time, it has nondeterministic
impact on the core AVF. This can be seen from the left panel
of Fig. 14 where the 1-, 2-, and 4-threaded results are shown.
Note that the values shown in this panel are the average
AVF of different cores due to core homogeneity. On the
other hand, system vulnerability [35], [1] has been proposed
to characterize the cumulative soft error vulnerability over
time for multicores (while the AVF reflects the per-cycle
average soft error rate). Suppose the AVF of core i in an
n-core processor is AVFi (0< ¼ i<n), the processor’s system
vulnerability is ð

Pn�1
i¼0 AV FiÞ � ExecutionTime. The right

panel of Fig. 14 shows this measurement for the four
programs with different numbers of threads. We can see
that increasing the number of threads usually increases the
cumulative system vulnerability. In particular, there is an
apparent increase between 2-threaded and 4-threaded runs.
This is because the reduction in the execution time due to
more threads cannot overcome the increase in the AVF
summation of all cores.

6.2 Dynamic AVF Prediction

Since the multithreaded program’s AVF significantly varies
in different situations, an effective AVF prediction across
programs and different numbers of threads is useful and
necessary. In this section, we dynamically predict multi-
threaded workloads’ AVF from processor structure occu-
pancies and data cache coherency states. This prediction is
performed during program runtime.

Eight benchmarks (cholesky, fft, radix, barnes, ocean.contig-
uous, ocean.noncontiguous, water nsquared, and water spatial)
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Fig. 14. The average core AVF (left) and cumulative System Vulnerability (right) of the four SPLASH2 programs running with one, two, and four
threads on single-, dual-, and quad-core processors, respectively.

TABLE 4
Some Performance Measurements of the Four SPLASH2 Programs



in SPLASH2 suite are simulated with two, four, and eight
threads enabled on dual-core, quad-core, and eight-core
processors, respectively. All cores in our CMP model have
private L1 I/D caches and share a unified L2 cache. The
data coherencies among different L1 caches are maintained
using a MOESI snooping protocol. We dump the measure-
ments every 500K cycles (called a phase) after program
initialization, collecting about 100 phases from each
program simulation. Since different cores’ AVFs are very
similar in the same program phase during runtime, we use
the measurements from core 0 to represent the system in the
following predictor training and testing.

In addition to structure occupancies and cache misses (as
used in the above two-level predictor), we also include data
cache coherency states as part of the predictor inputs to
characterize the interthread data sharing. Specifically, the
percentage of data cache blocks that are in each of the five
states (i.e., “MOESI”) is calculated. We train the predictor
using the 4-threaded runs of six benchmarks, and test it with
the other two; furthermore, the trained predictor is also
validated with the 2-threaded and 8-threaded phases of all
eight benchmarks (except a few 8-threaded simulations not
runnable in M5). The prediction results are shown in Fig. 15.
We can see that most predictions have median percentage
errors lower than 10 percent. Therefore, our predictor’s
effectiveness is demonstrated across different workloads,
architectures, and phases. Fig. 16 quantifies the input variable
importance of this predictor. As shown, while IQ occupancy
is the most influential factor, three coherency states
(dcache.MODIFIED, dache.OWNED, and dcache.SHARED)
also appear among the top 10 most important factors to the
core AVF of multithreaded programs.

7 CASE STUDY: SOFT ERROR RESILIENT

THREAD-TO-CORE SCHEDULING

This section presents a case study that identifies the
optimal solution for soft error resilient thread-to-core
scheduling on a chip multithreaded (CMT) processor [36].
A CMT processor provides a combination of SMT and
CMP. Programs coscheduled on the same core (via SMT)
compete for the shared pipeline resources, while different
cores compete for the shared memory hierarchy. Therefore,
different thread-to-core schedules may result in completely
different behavior in performance, power, and also AVF.
Suppose each of the n cores in a CMT processor can
support k simultaneous hardware threads, our goal is to
assign the n � k programs to different cores of this CMT
processor in a way that minimizes the overall AVF.

Fig. 17 is a graphic representation of the problem when
n ¼ 2 and k ¼ 2. In this completely connected graph,
vertices represent the programs to be scheduled, and the
edge weight between two vertices is the core AVF when the
two programs are coscheduled on the same core. Therefore,
finding the optimal program-to-core assignment (when
k ¼ 2) that minimizes the system AVF is identical to solving
the minimum-weight perfect matching problem4 in this graph.
Jiang et al. [18] proposed a polynomial-time algorithm to
solve this problem when k equals 2 (n can be larger than 2).
They also proved that this problem became NP-complete
when k is greater than 2.

Consequently, as long as all the core AVF values (i.e., the
weights of all the edges) are known when different program
combinations are coscheduled, we can easily identify the
optimal thread-to-core assignment using Jiang et al.’s
methodology. The two-level AVF prediction proposed in
this paper provides an efficient approach to obtain these
AVF values. In Fig. 17, the two values shown on each edge
are the measured/predicted core AVF when the corre-
sponding two programs execute on the same core. As
shown, both measured and predicted values make the same
correct decision: in this example, the optimal schedule is the
assignment of (gcc, sphinx3) on one core and (galgel, lbm) on
the other core. We can see that a suboptimal schedule, such
as (gcc, lbm) with (galgel, sphinx3), can enlarge the system
AVF by over 34 percent.
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Fig. 15. AVF prediction accuracy of SPLASH2 programs. The number at

the end of a program name indicates the number of threads enabled.

Fig. 16. Input variable importance of the predictor for SPLASH2
multithreaded programs.

4. A matching in a graph is a set of edges without common vertices. A
perfect matching is a matching that covers all vertices of the graph.

Fig. 17. An example of identifying the optimal thread-to-core scheduling
on a two-way two-core CMT processor. The optimal scheduling is shown
in solid lines.



Finally, to apply the above scheduling approach during
program runtime, one can utilize Snavely et al.’s [33].
“Sample-Optimize-Symbios” (SOS) job scheduler. SOS first
runs each possible schedule for a short phase (i.e.,
“Sample”), selects the one with the highest goodness level
(i.e., “Optimize”), and then runs the selected schedule for a
number of intervals (i.e., “Symbios”). SOS periodically
repeats the above procedure to choose the optimal schedule
adapting to program runtime behavior. Fig. 18 shows the
runtime AVF of different schedules constructed from the
previous four benchmarks. When SOS is applied, it
simulates each of the three schedules for one interval,
during which it collects the performance inputs and
predicts the AVF. After the sample phase, SOS sticks to
the schedule with the lowest AVF for the next 10 intervals,
and then reenters the sample phase. From this figure, we
can see that SOS is very effective in identifying runtime
optimal schedules.

8 RELATED WORK

The concept of AVF was originally proposed in [28], and
Biswas et al. [4] extended it to address-based structures. A
common approach to calculate the AVF is via ACE analysis
[28] which provides a tight lower bound [5] on the soft error
reliability of various processor structures. A unified frame-
work named Sim-SODA [15] to study the superscalar
processor’s AVF was released. Soundararajan et al. [34]
described a simple infrastructure to estimate an upper
bound of the ROB AVF. Zhang et al. [47] characterized the
AVF on SMT architectures by examining the impact from
workloads, fetch policies, etc. On the other hand, Statistical
Fault Injection (SFI) [43], [24] provides another approach to
calculate the AVF. The comparison between these two
methods have been made [42], [5]. Recently, Sridharan et al.
proposed program vulnerability factor (PVF) [37] and
hardware vulnerability factor (HVF) [38] to describe
architecture-independent program vulnerability and soft-
ware-independent hardware vulnerability to soft errors.

Several prior publications studied online AVF predic-
tion. Fu et al. [16] observed a fuzzy correlation between
the AVF and a few common performance metrics. Walcott
et al. [41] extended the input metrics set and used linear
regression to reexamine this correlation. They performed a
very accurate prediction, proving the existence of the
correlation between the AVF and various performance
metrics. Our prior work [11], [12], [22] further generalized
this correlation to be across workloads, execution phases,
and processor configurations. Alternatively, Li et al. [23]

developed an online algorithm to estimate processor
structures’ vulnerability using a modified error injection
and propagation scheme [24]. For the correlation between
the AVF and configuration parameters, Cho et al. [9], [10]
predicted the dynamics of power, CPI, and the AVF using
a combination of wavelets and neural networks. In
contrast, the first-level model in this work is universal
across different programs, taking performance measure-
ments as part of the inputs. Another work of ours [13]
utilized a rule search strategy to generate selective rules
on design parameters that optimize cross-program soft
error reliability.

Regarding the investigation of the interthread contention
on multicore architectures, Lee et al. [21] proposed a
composable performance regression (CPR) scheme to
predict the performance of a benchmark combination on a
multiprocessor from configuration parameters; Chandra
et al. [8] predicted the impact of contention on the shared
cache using three performance models. Our work differs
from theirs in the following ways: 1) We study and predict
the soft error vulnerability of processor structures; 2) we
also evaluate the SMT structures where the interthread
contention shows more significant impact; and 3) the
statistical technique used in our work provides useful
model interpretations. Moreover, by varying the numbers
of cores and application threads, Soundararajan et al. [35]
concluded that the configurations optimizing soft error
reliability of different multithreaded applications are not
straightforward. Zhang and Li [48] proposed useful
schemes to manage multicore’s soft error reliability.

9 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a two-level predictive mechanism
to accurately predict the soft error vulnerability of multi-
threaded processors under resource contention and sharing.
The first-level model correlates the AVF in a contention-free
environment with important performance metrics and the
underlying processor configuration; the second-level model
takes as inputs the output of the first-level model and a few
performance measures under resource contention from
multithreaded processors. The proposed scheme is scalable
to architectures with more than two threads. Furthermore, a
different multithreaded implementation (e.g., in memory
allocation and program parallelism) has significant impact
on multithreaded workloads’ soft error reliability. In
general, increasing the number of parallel threads increases
the cumulative system vulnerability. Collectively, this work
provides useful mechanisms and guidelines to achieve soft
error resilient multithreaded processor designs.
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Fig. 18. The runtime AVF behavior of different schedules. The SOS
curve indicates the online AVF variation when the “SOS” job scheduler
is utilized.
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